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Abstract:

The growing importance of Big data in the food industry enables businesses to leverage information to gain a competitive advantage. This paper provides a systematic literature review (SLR) to provide an insight into the use of state-of-art of Big data applications in the food industry. The SLR relies on available literature that provides the context, theoretical construct and identifies gaps. Based on the findings, we suggest recommendations, identify limitations and suggest policy implications and future directions. Using search databases were examined and 38 relevant studies were identified for retrospective analysis. The review shows that Big Data supports the food industry in ways that enable using Artificial Intelligence to manage restaurants and mobile based applications in supporting consumers with restaurant selection. This SLR open new avenues for future research in the importance of Big data in the food industry, which will surely help researchers/practitioners in effective utilization of big data.
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1. Introduction

The ever-changing consumer preferences and expectations have propelled the food industry (e.g. food companies and service providers, restaurants, and catering services) to adapt to consumers’ changing needs and expectations. Technology is more intensively being used by the food industry but more than half of the businesses engaged in the food ecosystem lack the analytical capacity to use unstructured data produced during food production operations. Big data and analytics can improve the operational efficiency and increase profits e.g. support identifying customers’ behavior by analyzing buying habits, reduce average waiting times for retail payments, and predict the optimal level of inventory at different locations. The food industry is increasingly optimistic that big data and analytics can support analysts to analyze industry trends and deliver quality services to customers. Many service providers lack the know-how to process the datasets to obtain information on the rapidly changing food trends to support operational, administrative, and critical decision making. This necessitates the usage of Big data, which is described as the use of various data extraction techniques, databases, and numerical methodologies that enable a corporation to
examine massive amounts of complex data for various purposes\textsuperscript{8,9}. Big data and analytics are more than just a data mining technique that uses mobile development units, social media platforms, increase Internet bandwidth, and different analysis techniques\textsuperscript{1,10}. Big data and analytics are intended to bolster the performance of companies along several dimensions\textsuperscript{4,7,11}. The different benefits include creating openness, adapting offers and replacing decision-making with automated algorithms\textsuperscript{12}. In addition to this, it can increase the competitive advantages of different companies in both, developed countries and emerging economies\textsuperscript{2}. Customers are producing and leaving Big data digital footprints on social media due to personal behaviour, societal impact, privacy, technological concerns, and security\textsuperscript{13} and this can be used effectively by the food industry. Big data has been employed effectively in other domains. For example, in the manufacturing sector, Big data analytics has improved the performance of businesses\textsuperscript{14}, in the agri-food sector, it has reduced the carbon footprint\textsuperscript{15}, to improve the food traceability\textsuperscript{16} etc. Frameworks have been developed to identify domains where the public sector can support governments to adopt and be part of the Big data revolution\textsuperscript{17}. Despite the phenomenal growth, many organizations are struggling to use Big data effectively with generalized models to improve the quality of Big data\textsuperscript{18}.

Various studies highlight different factors that Big data users consider vital to foster an organization’s acceptance of Data Analytics\textsuperscript{19}. These variables are the value of direct and non-direct profits of data storage, assimilation and analysis\textsuperscript{1,7}. Finally, the variables include observed values of unstructured data, different types of tools to analyse the data and services\textsuperscript{20}. The factors that influence Big data acceptance by companies include relative competence, quality, user-friendliness, perceived benefits, safety and employee engagement\textsuperscript{7,9}.

In recent years, the food industry has spearheaded research and development on Big data in the changing digital market. Companies in the food and beverage industry are leading the way in terms of boosting their usage of digital marketing\textsuperscript{21}. The industry has been working with global advertisers and media channels to design new technologies to examine the way shoppers interact with various social networks, smartphones, gaming apps and other digital devices\textsuperscript{22}. The emergence of new and sophisticated data analysis allows sellers to target their consumers with custom-made advertisements based on the exhaustive information received from various online platforms regarding user behaviour\textsuperscript{1}.
Literature examining the utilization and applicability of Big data in food ecosystem has grown. But, no attempt has been made in the existing literature to systematically review this emerging field of research and application in the food industry. This paper conducts a systematic literature review (SLR) to provide detailed analytical insight in this area and to identify gaps and future directions for research on the topic. The management research is interdisciplinary and interdependent on various disciplines such as economics, finance, psychology and sociology. Research studies on how to integrate the management concepts to achieve sustainable development goals is novelty of addressing the societal problems. Big data tools as a solution to address food crisis has been published in diverse range of journals.

The purpose of SLR is to analyse existing literature and identify the challenges in adopting big data analytics in food industry and offer future research directions and framework to address the issued in the adoption of big data in food industry. Existing studies on Big data and food are in infancy and none of these provide information to understand and apply Big data to various food related issues. This study extends the previous review to examine studies on Big data and food since 2014. The SLR captures the relevant literature from various sources in published research articles on Big data and food in any industry to explore areas of growth; and proposes a conceptual model to understand the effects of Big data on food. The main research questions are:

**RQ1:** How has the literature on “big data” and “food” emerged and how has the literature explored the challenges of big data in food industry?

**RQ2:** What are the potential research questions that can be addressed by the future studies?

**RQ3:** How has the theoretical underpinnings supported to propose framework to address the challenges of “big data” in food industry?

SLR can deliver valuable information for scholars and professionals. Academics are using systematic overviews to understand the trends and main themes cited in the literature while professionals are using the results of the SLR to recognize the essential factors based on the studies in a particular context to design the processes and strategies needed to target potential consumers. A review of studies suggests that no SLR has been published on Big data and food which identified the need to review and summarize the existing literature on Big data.
and food. Our research fills this gap by conducting a systematic literature review that examines the importance of Big data in food.

The following is how the rest of the paper is organized: The technique for conducting the SLR on Big Data and Food is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the research context of studies reviewed. Section 4 summarizes the research methods used by the studies reviewed. Section 5 presents the research findings and presents the results, implications, limitations and future directions for research. Section 6 provides the final conclusion of the research.

Overview of Food Industry
The food industry includes agriculture, manufacturing units supporting agriculture, food processing units, promotional channels of food produce, food place markets, regulation, research, development and innovation, and financial services and support from financial institutions. According to OECD estimates, the world population doubled to 7.5 billion people since 1970s, whereas the food and nutrition insecurity still high as 820 million people still food insecurity\textsuperscript{26}. Poverty is the major threat to the distribution of food globally and the largest contributor of food insecurity\textsuperscript{27}. As estimated by Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the food production out should be increased by 60\% by the end of 2050\textsuperscript{27}. In order to achieve this target, right cohesion between sustainability, food security, food safety and better utilization of food produced. Also, the crisis occurred at different times has a dent on the supply chains. For instance, food stocks are at high in the early 2020 covid 19 due to Great Lock Down with a significant concentration in few countries such India and China with high commodity price variation. Covid 19 had a major impact on moving food to domestic and international markets\textsuperscript{28}. As defined by FAO, food loss occurs along the supply chain between the producer and the market. While food waste is discarding safe and nutritious food. The food loss and food waste contribute to 28\% and 8\% of the world agricultural area\textsuperscript{29}. Therefore, to achieve the UNDP Sustainable Development Goals, we need novel solutions with technological interventions for future food security and food safety without compromising on achieving other goals\textsuperscript{29}.

Overview of Big Data
The term big data has been used in many ways. Big data is often produced with high velocity and high volumes from different sources that requires new tools and methods to analyse various scenarios\textsuperscript{30}. Big data comprise of five elements such as: volume, variety, velocity, veracity, and value\textsuperscript{31}. Big data focuses on three main features: data, analytics of data and the
presentation of the results of the analytics that allow to present scenarios of business propositions. Also, big data analytics can also be seen as a combination of business processes, technology optimization and emotional connection with the data. Big Data analytics amalgamates internal and external factors for multidimensional analysis. For instance, using Big Data Analytics, cause-effect models are built and ‘what-if’ simulations were conducted to elucidate interrelationships between food distribution factors (organisational) and consumption (societal) factors. Data extracted from the social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube are used to collect the food safety related discussion, opinions and feedback. The applications of big data in addressing the issues of food security and safety, food production and consumption and innovations remains in infancy state. Recent studies on big data in food industry demonstrate potential usage of technologies which may drive better implementations in future.

2. Methodology

2.1. Structure of the Review

The purpose of the systematic literature review is to systematically synthesize the literature in a specific domain and propose future areas of research based on the gaps identified in the literature synthesis. The study synthesizes the literature on big data and food, identify research gaps and propose future research directions.

2.2. Search Strategy

The following sections present the selection of databases and inclusion and exclusion criteria of research studies.

2.2.1. Database selection and exploration of research studies

Following an extensive search of research articles on Big Data and food, this paper explores the research studies on Big data and food from sources, which include Google Scholar, Elsevier's Science Direct, Emerald Insight, Sage, Springer Link, Taylor & Francis, Elsevier, ACM, IEEE, Wiley Online Library, ProQuest, Scopus and Web of Science (WoS).

2.2.2. Key Word Selection

The reference database used for the selection of research articles was Google Scholar and others, the searches included the selected terms in the title, keywords and summary searched for the staircase which allowed us to eliminate non-relevant articles. To choose alternatives, keywords searched include "Big Data and food". Table 2 provides a summary of the research articles contained in each database with search syntaxes.

Table 2: Search syntax used in the SLR for selecting research articles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Search Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>Advanced search; Search: in the title of the article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsevier's Science</td>
<td>Advanced search; Find article with search term Article type: Research article, Conference papers and book chapters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerald Insight</td>
<td>Advanced search; Search term with anywhere; Content type: Articles and chapters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage</td>
<td>Enter search term with anywhere; Access type: all content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springer Link</td>
<td>Advanced search with exact phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor &amp; Francis</td>
<td>Advanced search; Search for: Enter search term with anywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsevier</td>
<td>Basic search; Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>Advanced search with exact phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>Advanced search with exact phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley online library</td>
<td>Advanced search: Enter search term with anywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProQuest</td>
<td>(&quot;Big Data&quot;) AND (&quot;Food&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus</td>
<td>(TITLE-ABS-KEY (&quot;Big Data&quot;) AND(TITLE-ABS-KEY (&quot;Food&quot;) AND (LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, &quot;English&quot;) AND (LIMIT-TO (EXACT KEYWORD, &quot;Big Data&quot;) OR LIMIT-TO (EXACT KEYWORD, &quot;Food&quot;) AND (LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE,&quot;ar&quot;) OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, &quot;re&quot;) OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, &quot;ip&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOS</td>
<td>TOPIC: (Big data) AND TOPIC: (food) Timespan: All years. Indexes: SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&amp;HCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH, ESCI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3. Journal Selection and Inclusion/exclusion criteria

Figure 2 explains data collection procedures which includes all the stages, and implements the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The list of items in the figure shows the different phases of capturing data in a sequential way, and illustrates the different steps taken to identify research articles for analysis from 2014-May 2021. The inclusion and exclusion criteria employed in the current investigation are indicated by the entries connected with each phase. The research data collection process has been used in a manner to ensure no discrepancy at a later stage.
Previous studies suggest that Google Scholar is the most comprehensive database that provides abundant data for bibliometric analysis\textsuperscript{37,38}, which is why this database is included in our searches. In addition, by performing a full text search query, the studies which were relevant were added to include pertinent papers by linking citations in the digital databases as presented in table 2. Both the forwards and backwards review processes were conducted.

Table 3. Study Inclusion Criteria and Exclusion Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion Code</th>
<th>Inclusion Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>Search the database with the key words “Food” and “Big Data”. Used the search operators such as OR, AND, Allintitle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>Studies published until May 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC3</td>
<td>Studies must be published in English Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC5</td>
<td>Studies with full texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC6</td>
<td>Studies which are empirical, conceptual and theoretical.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exclusion Code</th>
<th>Exclusion Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC1</td>
<td>Duplicate studies or studies related to similar names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC2</td>
<td>Commentary and Perspective based studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC3</td>
<td>Interview Based Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.4. Selection Procedure of Research Studies for Review

The initial search of research studies pertaining to “Big Data” and “Food” from the selected data bases resulted 5160 studies (Inclusion criteria IC1). Following the inclusion criteria (IC2, IC3, IC4) and exclusion criteria (EC1 and EC5), 4724 studies were excluded. 436 studies were selected for reading the abstracts and relevance to the study. Exclusion criteria EC2, EC3 and EC4 are employed and extracted 115 relevant studies for further analysis. Studies which are not meeting the criteria of availability of full text material (IC5) and empirical, conceptual and theoretical (IC6) are excluded, leading to 43 studies. Out of 43 studies, 34 studies that focused on “big data” and “food” from the business and management dimensions are included. Forward reference and backward reference were also conducted to find 4 additional studies. Finally, the review was conducted with 38 studies. Figure shows the steps taken for article extraction and implementation of inclusion /exclusion criteria.

Table 3 list total articles analyzed and the number of studies by databases, and shows that Big data and food had 5160 hits out of that 38 articles selected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Articles Extracted</th>
<th>Articles Included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsevier’s Science Direct</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure shows the steps taken for article extraction and implementation of inclusion/exclusion criteria.
2.2.5. Assessment of paper quality for review

It is critical to assess the quality of the studies identified for review in order to support the submission and exclusion criteria, as well as the selection of research papers. The aim is to evaluate the quality of the articles to ensure that the survey results are impartial and accurate (39). For this reason, four quality assessment questions (QE) were developed to enhance the scope of this study. These were: QE (1) Where is the evidence that quantitative or qualitative data is being investigated? Possible answers were "Quantitative (+2)", "Qualitative (+1.5)" and "No Evidence (+0)". QE (2) whether the study clearly explores limitations and benefits? Possible answers were "yes (+2)", "partial (+1.5)" and "no (+0)". QE (3) Is the result of the study justified? Possible answers were "yes (+2)", "partial (+1.5)" and "no (+0)". The score is considered partial if the result was limited. QE (4) whether the study was published in a recognized and trusted source. The possible answers were (2) when the sum of the installments and the rate H exceeds 100, (1.5) when the amount Citation Index exceeds H or between 50 and 99, (1.0) when the amount exceeds cooled and the index H or between 1 and 49 and (+0) if the sum of the quotas and the index H is 0. QE (5) if the proposed methods are comparable with other methods then the scores will be for yes (+1) and for no (0).

Table 4: Quality Evaluation scores of Papers selected for SLR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>QE 1</th>
<th>QE 2</th>
<th>QE 3</th>
<th>QE 4</th>
<th>QE 5</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahearn et al. (2016)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alotaik et al. (2017)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armbruster and MacDonell (2015)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronson (2019)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolan (2017)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolan (2018)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Findings and Discussion

The details of selected 38 research studies with the author(s), year of publication, study implications, future work, research gaps and limitations of the study are presented in Annexure 1. The progress of research in “big data” and “food” over a period of time were examined and themes emanated from the thematic analysis were also discussed.
3.1. Progress in Research studies

Figure 4 depicts the annual number of research articles on Big Data and Food that are published. The annual publications of the research articles show a significant increase over 2014-May 2021. The continued growth in the trajectory of Big Data studies and adoption behavior evidences the importance of this topic. The analysis shows an increase, with 11 in 2016 and 2017, respectively but a fall in 2018 (7).

![Figure 4: Annual scientific production of research studies](image)

3.2. Publications by major countries

The highest number of studies published on Big data & Food are in China and USA (Figure 5). Countries like Canada & UK also figure prominently, followed by Africa, Ireland, Netherlands, Lithuania, India, Indonesia, Korea and Greece. This suggests that country specific studies on Big Data and food are absent, which justifies the need for this research.
3.3. Journals contribution

The fig. 5 shows that Annals of New York Academy of Science has the highest H index of 225, more than any of the journals examined.
3.5. Citation Analysis

Next, the most cited contemporary studies pertaining to “Big Data” and “Food” was examined. Table 5 presents the most cited studies among the selected 38 studies for review. Considering both the number of google scholar citations (as on September 17, 2022) and average citations per year for the study, a study conducted by (40,41) can be considered as the most influential studies in contemporary big data studies in food industry.

Table 5. Most Cited Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>No of Google Scholar Citations</th>
<th>Average Citations per year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Misra et al., 2020</td>
<td>IEEE Internet of Things Journal</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>66.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Frelat et al., 2016</td>
<td>Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>52.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Carolan, 2017</td>
<td>Sociologia Ruralis</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tao et al., 2020</td>
<td>Comprehensive reviews in food science and food safety</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Irani et al., 2018</td>
<td>Computers and Operations Research</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Danezis et al., 2016</td>
<td>Current Opinion in Food Science.</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Marvin et al., 2017</td>
<td>Critical Reviews in Food Science and Nutrition</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Liu, P. et al., 2020</td>
<td>Journal of Cleaner Production</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>O’Connor, C., &amp; Kelly, S. 2017</td>
<td>Journal of Knowledge Management.</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lusk, J. L. 2017</td>
<td>American Journal of Agricultural Economics</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6. Top contributing authors

Figure 6 describes that Carolan, Dube, Ji, Li, Ma, Tan & Wang has written the two articles from 2014 to 2019 on Big data and Food, which implies that these authors are most productive in the field of Big data and Food.
3.7. Cross-country collaborations among authors

Figure 7 shows the level of collaboration between authors across countries. Among the 38 research papers reviewed, only four present evidence of cross-country collaboration, with the highest number of collaborations between Australia, UK, USA and other countries.
3.8. Sector-wise distribution of studies

Retail industries are the main industry with highest number of articles selected - 19 out of 38 studies selected. Other studies have been selected from other industries, such as supply chain, agriculture, agri-food, beverage, digital, education and social media. Other than retail, supply chain and agriculture, the remaining are less in number.

![Sector-wise distribution of studies](image)

**Fig. 8:** Sector-wise distribution of studies

3.9. Word cloud view of studies

Figure 9a describes that the world cloud on selected article titles shows that the term Big Data and Food have made bigger clouds compare to other words.
Figure 9b describes that the word cloud on selected studies keywords showing that the words Big Data and food is Bigger in size as most of the articles are related to these particular keywords. Hence it has been found from both the word clouds that Big Data and Food are most repeated words in paper titles and as keywords.
3.10. Thematic Analysis of the literature

Thematic analysis was conducted to explore the emerging themes in the area of “big data” and “food”. All these articles are read and open coded to arrive at a conclusion for final set of themes. The final set of themes from the selected 38 studies emanated are as climate change, food safety, education, spirituality, food image, food waste, sustainability, food security and social media. The themes explored from the selected studies and key findings relevant to the themes are presented in table 6.

Table 6. Summary of Thematic Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>No of Studies</th>
<th>Author(s), year</th>
<th>Key findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Climate Change</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Dubé et al. (2018), Ma et al. (2016), Alotaik et al. (2017), Ji and Tan (2017), Zakaria, M. M. K. N. H., &amp; Rashid, A. (2017), Armbruster and MacDonell (2015)</td>
<td>Climate change is proving costly creating exorbitant loss to the companies. There is a strong need for harmonization of multisectors for addressing food safety, security and equity distribution of foods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Food Safety</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Lusk (2017), Protopop and Shanoyan (2016), Su et al. (2017), Irani et al. (2018), Ma et al. (2016), Montgomery et al. (2019), Ji et al (2017)</td>
<td>Early warning of food safety reduces the risk of food safety problems, tracking, quantitative analysis and information about forecast. Big data has been applied to trace logistics information, encourage regional and industry information sharing platform, realize the connectivity and fundamentally solve the problem of food safety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Navickas, V., &amp; Gružauskas, V. (2016)</td>
<td>Big Data and Education have considerable space in addressing the issues such as green ecological crisis. In the era of artificial intelligence and big data, through the large collaborations of teachers and students, a series of uncertainties in green food segment can be addressed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Spiritual</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Navickas, V., &amp; Gružauskas, V. (2016)</td>
<td>Big data can also be applied to analyze the equilibrium point of material food and spiritual food (mental hunger).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Food Image</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Zakaria, M. M. K. N. H., &amp; Rashid, A. (2017).</td>
<td>Using big data analytics, analyzing contextual information one can estimate food volume and generate food estimate images. Also, data collated from unmanned aerial vehicles or drones, one can indicate the plant health to estimate the food volume production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Food Waste</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lusk, J. L. (2017)</td>
<td>Big data analytics support the reduce of food waste. Cause-effect models, ‘what-if’ simulation models, fuzzy cognitive map approaches elucidate emerging food loss occurring scenarios. Integration of producers, market makers, logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme</td>
<td>Table</td>
<td>References</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Frelat et al. (2016), Irani et al. (2018), Ma et al. (2016), Zakaria, M. M. K. N. H., &amp; Rashid, A. (2017).</td>
<td>Big data improves the efficiencies in agri food supply chain such as lag in the knowledge generated about supply chain responses to the customer demand to the adoption in the supply chain. As governments poised towards climate change outcomes such as reducing carbon emissions, supply chains are under immense pressure. Big data and machine intelligence are both applied to food production and supply chain to address the wicked problem of twinned food security and sustainability challenges.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Theme 1: Climate Change**

The development of alternative policies for impact assessment and climate change solutions, and the need to fund data collection complemented with the need to develop partnerships to address the challenges involved are key to improving the food chain and ensuring food security in future. Biological research is used to facilitate the adaptation and mitigation which must be accompanied by hydrological, economic and other related activities to create a sound policy environment which can actual affect the quality of the food. More sophisticated models containing better data is also needed to develop local solutions and policies that facilitate the necessary actions. The global nature of the problem will require creating
partnerships between universities and the private sector, including deeper international cooperation\textsuperscript{42}.

\textbf{Theme 2: Food Safety}

Big Data technology extracts the information from a large volume of data on food safety and thus provides an effective warning of food safety risks. Information on food safety hazards covers both statutory and non-statutory data. Standard information, administrative licensing information, law enforcement administrative information, inspection and discovery information, complaint reports, and business information are all examples of regulatory information\textsuperscript{43}. Data security for food security can undermine the value of Big data and generate a timely and accurate risk warning for food security. Managing food safety data, on the other hand, allows for actual performance monitoring and intelligent control, as well as improved food safety monitoring\textsuperscript{44}.

\textbf{Theme 3: Higher Education}

This is a crucial theme since it encourages teachers and students to continue investigating a wide range of topics related to green foods and business, as well as define Big Data and technology aspects. It also laid emphasis for innovations and collaborations among the higher education institutions, industry and regulatory bodies to address the concerns such as food safety and security, food waste, and leveraging on technologies in the context of climate change. However, few studies have been conducted on this context, and among others a series of results of Intelligent Systems Survey can be used directly to study organic foods and industrial orientation\textsuperscript{45}.

\textbf{Theme 4: Spiritual Nourishment}

There are several studies available that deal with material food and its manner of production, which need thorough analysis and inquiry, but spiritual sustenance and its mode of creation also deserve thorough examination. Researchers discovered that material food and its forms of production are strongly tied to spiritual food and its modes of production through research and examination of the positioning of green food and its business, but that no systematic study has been able to connect the two\textsuperscript{46}.

\textbf{Theme 5: Food Image}

Results show that food images attract the interest of researchers. Topic examined consider both portion size and food estimates images. A single image may be a difficult research problem and future research may want to include contextual information for the estimation of food volume. In-depth learning has generalized the attention and the constitutional neural network proved success in many computer visualization tasks. Food, in comparison to
common objects such as persons, faces, and buildings, suffers from a lack of structure. An effective restoration network and location classification improves the accuracy of food identification.

**Theme 6: Food Waste**

Knowledge transfer, market access, and a broader organizational commitment should all be part of management efforts to manage and mitigate the effects of food security and waste. This means that a change in food safety management is more than a risk issue, emphasizing the importance of considering and including human and organisational issues when building a food security or waste reduction solution.

**Theme 7: Sustainability**

Monocultures limit biodiversity, ecosystems, and migration corridors, reducing the resilience of farming systems increasingly challenged with climatic volatility, including reducing genetic material available when environmental constraints shift. Future research should include a variety of food production strategies in peasant or agro-ecological ways based on ecological principles like renewal, as well as technology-intensive digital agriculture, according to the researchers.

**Theme 8: Food Security**

The digital data revolution can assist existing early warning systems maintained by NGOs and UN agencies that focus on climate shocks in rural areas. Large-scale data derived from mobile phone use, when supplemented with traditional climate warnings, will improve understanding of regional food security. Increasing traffic on mobile network networks, depletion of mobile banking funds, and increased tweets about food shortages and prices are likely to aid organizations in better understanding their business. a crisis that lasts for a reasonable amount of time. Simultaneously, sensors are increasingly being employed in farm early reporting of crop health issues, enabling for early public health and safety monitoring.

**Theme 9: Social Media**

Social networks provide data, including information on food choices of people visiting a location. But the available data are not structured in human language. The challenge is two-fold: understanding the meaning, and extracting information relevant to dietary trends. Therefore, social networks inform about commercial opportunities in gastronomy. Further, social networks are also used as a marketing tool to gain access to a large consumer base. Twitter is used for culinary marketing, and the account users comment on culinary products. This is employed to select foods based on recommendations by people that have tasted the
culinary products\textsuperscript{54,55}. However, poor data quality and privacy concerns limit the widespread use of social media applications. Other minor sources of text data have been used to create useful information systems that aid consumers in their purchasing, cooking, and eating decisions\textsuperscript{56}.

3.11. Theoretical Perspectives
This review explored the theories and models used in the “big data” and “food” research. A brief articulation of theories used in the studies are as follows:

\textit{a) Actor Network Theory}

Actor network theory\textsuperscript{57,58}, relies on the concept of heterogenous network. Action network theory highlights the integration of social and technical factors with the creation and maintenance of human and non-human elements that include people, organizations, software, computer and communications hardware and infrastructure standards\textsuperscript{58}. Researchers employed actor-network theory to investigate the steep learning curve of managers to manage supply chain sustainability. Also, how best the real risks, both environmental and reputational risks are managed by food companies that relate buyers, suppliers and competitors\textsuperscript{59}.

\textit{b) Resource- based theory}

Resource- based theory\textsuperscript{60,61} argued the resources are valuable and those resources which are rare brings competitive advantage. The advantage can be sustained for a longer period of time to the extent that the firm can is able to protect the limited resources, and limited substitututability. Drawing on resources -based theory, big data and knowledge are mutually exclusive\textsuperscript{62}. Knowledge acquisition and application are limited resources that SMEs can gain competitive advantage that stems from strategic orientation and asymmetrical power relationships within a network.

4. Research Gaps Identified in the Systematic Literature Review

This section describes three different types of research limitations used in the research articles reviewed in this SLR on Big data and food.

\textit{4.1. Region and country specific study}

Big data and food related studies are mostly region-specific study\textsuperscript{40,63}. Limited number of scenarios on food waste and food security presented in the study which is country specific perspective also\textsuperscript{64}. There are country specific presentations of the framework which explain
accuracy and predictability of the proposed model to test larger datasets\textsuperscript{65}. The country specific presentation on Big data and food has been observed and a few studies were developed which have been extrapolated for developing countries\textsuperscript{41,66-71}. The main shortcoming is that the study was conducted in Africa and not tested in any developing economies\textsuperscript{92}.

4.2. **Theoretical perspectives and limited datasets used**

Theoretical perspectives presented by studies on Big data and food related papers\textsuperscript{72-74} presented a theoretical framework related to resourced based perspective and actor network\textsuperscript{75}. Limited dataset has been used in a few studies where the accuracy can be checked after using larger datasets\textsuperscript{64,65,76-78}.

4.3. **Other limitations**

Data sparseness is an underlying issue\textsuperscript{79}. One study showed a tiny group of instances of how a new large-scale dataset can be used to gain insights into food demand\textsuperscript{80}. Big data consumer analytics is accounted for knowledge management in small and medium enterprises in agri-and-food sector\textsuperscript{62}. As a result, Big data is only available in limited quantities for conventional food systems around the world\textsuperscript{81}, and Big data is neither scaled nor spatially neutral\textsuperscript{82}. The unpredictability of human behaviour, social and ancestral backgrounds, as well as the possibility of designing erroneous data, are all deceptive\textsuperscript{83}. The pillars of the method used by food microbiologists to measure quality and safety parameters are isolation, enumeration, and culture\textsuperscript{84}. Though the development of large data by the food industry is available\textsuperscript{85} assessing nutrition or energy intake from a single photograph remains a difficult research topic\textsuperscript{43}.

5. Discussion and Future Research Directions

It is a well-known fact that big data is a value driver throughout the business value chain in different business settings. However, there are few challenges derived from the systematic literature review on big data and food industry should be addressed before leveraging the benefits of big data.

5.1. Challenges of Big Data in Food Industry

5.1.1. **Lack of food safety risk assessment analysis**

Differing patterns of climate, climate change and food security in agricultural supply chains lead to a lack of research in food safety risk assessment analysis. The policy issues discussed relate to the use of Big data in agriculture\textsuperscript{66} but studies on behavioral issues related to the
adoption of food-based technologies are missing. Rather than focusing on agricultural productivity and minimizing yield gaps, studies generally focus on enhancing market access and non-farm options for farmers as an approach for increasing food security. There is also a lack of food safety risk assessment systems to gather real-time evidence. The established surveillance networks and management platforms solely identify early warnings related to food safety and security.

5.1.2. Lack of tools and organisational factors in Big Data

The tools on big data for food safety assessment are limited and there is a lack of holistic understanding of the organisational factors on food safety management. Research, policy, and other intervention efforts, primarily in the health sector, have been identified to challenge existing, potentially harmful data-driven marketing tactics and to leverage the potential of big data to achieve beneficial results. Because there is a scarcity of data and analytical methodologies to deal with the breadth and depth of the rapidly evolving digital food and beverage sector, the impact on community food and health behavior’s is largely studied.

5.1.3. Creation of a Big Data knowledge management framework

There is a relationship between small-scale agricultural and industrial value chains, but demand is largely disregarded. This link can be used throughout the society to induce behavioral changes in creating a framework to manage Big Data knowledge which links demand to supply. Small farmers in developing nations have limited access to resources and markets, which is the principal impediment to the adoption of new technologies and the development of new capacities. Other studies explain the need for a shared model for managing data security based on Big Data. There is evidence on an increase of generation of food development using data and sentiment analysis despite growing adoption of Big Data technologies to manage food chains.

5.1.4. Lack of sustainability measures

There is a lack of sustainability measures in place for large organizations in the food chain, which highlights the need for data reporting on food safety. Businesses require not just the capabilities, but also insights into how Big data is assisting in the resolution of food chain issues as a result of the information explosion. Researchers have introduced Big data technologies to explore the level of salt, sour, taste (bitter and sweet) across the perception maps. The ability to compare data from similar trials is lacking, which is a significant flaw in the field of food authenticity.
5.1.5. Emergence of miscellaneous gaps
Current studies lack the insight to find or create a pathway between perceptions of eating systems, motivations and goals that lead to healthy and sustainable eating behaviors\textsuperscript{79}. There is a dearth of research on consumer behavior and food consumption patterns using Big Data\textsuperscript{69}. Big Data has been utilised in the food chain to find production decisions and use technology to transform product demand into processes and divide operations into tasks and assets\textsuperscript{87}. Previous researchers explained how to utilise Big data in small and medium-sized businesses as well as find new information on consumer behavior\textsuperscript{62,80}. Further, the lack of studies on large data applications in small food chain markets\textsuperscript{75} highlight the gaps in the agricultural supply chain\textsuperscript{68}.

4.4. Future Research Directions
Despite there are few challenges of big data in food industry, there is wealth of opportunities to answer non-trivial research questions. Therefore, the given below section presents the future research directions.

4.4.1. Advanced traceability system and policy developments
Rather relying on agricultural development, multi-sectoral policies, incentives, and diversification of job sources are needed. Mobile phones and modern traceability systems for food security monitoring, as well as the usage of social media, necessitate tools and infrastructure that are supplemented by substantial data capabilities\textsuperscript{63}. A real-time logistics data management system needs to be developed for real-time information exchange to ensure traceability and food safety\textsuperscript{72}. Storing added value and creating an information system on food security and food security based on big data is a new area\textsuperscript{68}. Food-related data has shown to be an effective tool for the government, regulators, food companies, the media, and consumers in ensuring food quality and reducing the risk of foodborne illness\textsuperscript{85}.

Potential Research Questions:
\textit{a)} How does the food companies can take leverage of mobile technologies with big data solutions for improving food safety?
\textit{b)} How does big data platforms can be integrated with the social media platforms to address potential risks in food safety?

5.2.2. Innovation in food and understanding diversity
The geographic analysis of user-generated content in geo-referenced information can provide information on the influence of choice of foods\textsuperscript{79}. This may suggest opportunities to differentiate consumer information for better convergent innovation. Several categories of
geo-data have been included in the development of models to measure the availability of healthy foods\textsuperscript{76}. Collaborative work between departments and several colleges and universities can make discoveries or innovations\textsuperscript{89}. A wide range of food production systems have been incorporated, ranging from ecologically based agro-ecological methods to technology-intensive digital agriculture\textsuperscript{90}. Food safety has improved as a result of the humanitarian use of Big Data, but history teaches that change and innovation are gradual\textsuperscript{83}. In the future, researchers would be interested in analyzing common food category hierarchies and the use of agglomeration and user feedback can form an efficient system\textsuperscript{43}.

**Potential Research Questions:**

a) What are the potential enablers and inhibitors in establishing technovation research cells in Universities and Colleges to offer technology based (big data) solutions for efficient food production systems?

b) How does effective collaborations can be made between Government, regulatory bodies, industry and higher education institutes for an efficient technology intensive digital agriculture?

c) What potential costs and benefits the innovators accrue with the integration of big data with a humanitarian perspective?

d) How does big data act as enabler of sustained business innovation in food industry?

5.2.3. Dynamic framework for an integrated digital architecture

Consumer social networks affect food consumption\textsuperscript{80}. The extrapolation of theories of behavioural science explain the phenomenon of Big data in SMEs and provide guidance to authorities and facilitators for effective data management\textsuperscript{62}. An integrated model related to food technology can be introduced\textsuperscript{41}. In the food supply chain, big data is being used to make better manufacturing decisions\textsuperscript{87}. People would see the representation of the data in a real environment and make a complete calculation of the diet\textsuperscript{91}.

**Potential research questions**

a) What is the impact of big data on SMEs supply chain for better manufacturing decisions?

b) What factors influence the big data and social networks adoption to estimate food consumptions?

c) How can big data can be effectively used to facilitate effective data management and reduce risks and costs among SMEs of food industry?
5.2.4. Testing and optimization of models

Researchers need to obtain information on the determinants and barriers to be able to suggest innovative solutions based on large data to assess the problems of small farmers\textsuperscript{92}. Quantitative analysis and models have been developed to use larger data sets for forecasting accuracy\textsuperscript{73,77}. Several food waste and food safety scenarios have been tested with Big data analysis in different geographical areas\textsuperscript{64}. Testing and optimizing models increase market competitiveness\textsuperscript{75}. A mathematical model has been established which optimizes the distribution of the food bank for census in a fair manner\textsuperscript{67}. Food production facilities can use "smart sampling" technique as a research tool for food processing and general monitoring activities\textsuperscript{84}.

**Potential research questions**

a) How big data analytics solve the problems and concerns of small farmers in improving productivity?

b) Using big data analytics derive optimization models to improve the productivity and supply chain logistics under different food safety scenarios?

5.2.5. Miscellaneous future research directions

Larger datasets have been included to test the accuracy and predict the framework for areas of the food chain\textsuperscript{87}. The frameworks have been extrapolated for other countries using larger datasets\textsuperscript{65}. Local food systems have been used to collect sociological data for agriculture and nutrition. Linking Big Data with other statistics and surveys, as well as a comprehensive portfolio of advanced analytic models to drive practices, policies, system design, and sectoral innovations, is a step toward an integrated knowledge platform\textsuperscript{81}. Robust food safety mechanisms are required in developing economies\textsuperscript{66}. The adoption of precision agriculture and climate-smart agriculture techniques is the future. Public Private Partnerships (PPP) framework allowing organizations to work with the farmers and authorities\textsuperscript{66}.

**Potential Research Questions**

a) Application of qualitative and quantitative big data to derive robust analytical models for an efficient food value chain model.

b) How does public private partnerships benefit and challenges pertaining to it assist the farmers to increase food production?

c) Derive deterministic and stochastic models to develop frameworks for accurate prediction of food production in various geographical contexts.
d) How has the big data analytics can be used to investigate the impact of gastronomy, gastronomy tourism, food culture, food choices, food consumption pattern & preferences on the agribusinesses value chain?

5. Implications of the Study

6.1 Practical Implications of Study

The results of the study indicate that the findings emanated from the study have short term and long- term practical implications. The potential research questions for future research have several implications for the industry and regulators.

6.1.1. Accessibility

Information on the availability of food ends the concerns for the certain food distribution in concordance with the food consumption patterns. The variability in consumer preferences in traditional demand systems and preference choices can be understood with the algorithms of big data and machine learning. Big data assisted patterns assists the practitioners to efficiently monitor risks and implement effective food tracking and classification. In addition, integrating key drivers such as mobile, data, sensor and social media creates a profound impact on society. Harnessing on the big data, availability of food to reduce obesity and chronic diseases can be a game changer in the field of public health.

6.1.2. Food security and Safety

Big Data and its relevant applications are used to improve food security. Big Data can also be used to overcome the challenges of scaling up solutions to combat hunger in society and improving the convergence of traditional and modern food systems in developed and developing countries. The risk alert system for food safety is based on the management of large data. The current state of supply chain logistics, Big Data and other advanced information technologies such as mobile internet has created a food safety management platform. This is done through the logistics information chain to develop a fully traceable information exchange platform to ensure food security. The challenges of food security and sustainability addressed by the Big data. Information such as household information, price trends, crop production trends and biophysical data for predicting food insecurity are expensive to acquire. Collaborations with Universities and colleges act as an enabler for technological innovations in to solve the food crisis problems in humanitarian perspective.

6.1.3. Digitalization in Agriculture

A geo-Big data approach is used to measure the availability of healthy foods and identify an increase in the demand of food. Genomic sequencing technology has revolutionized
information availability by providing a deeper understanding of the microbiological world, and agri-food manufacturers are eager to exploit this information to make better use of test expenditures\textsuperscript{84}. The emergence of agriculture knowledge information systems offers a wide variety of data that support the management in agriculture and food production\textsuperscript{95}. Big data analytics can be applied by small and medium enterprises to leverage on analytical capabilities with a positive impact on the competitiveness\textsuperscript{62}.

6.1.4 Other implications

The applications of Big data have been used in reducing food waste with the help of management perspective developed from organisational factors\textsuperscript{64}. These seek to explore causal relationship between consumption and distribution factors. Existing and future technologies are attempting to improve Big data application efficacy in agriculture value chains, particularly in poor nations\textsuperscript{92}. A variety of intelligent system research findings can be immediately applied to a number of challenges with organic foods and their industrial orientation\textsuperscript{89}. The innovations such as iPlate's design technology is supporting restaurant's future decision-making\textsuperscript{91}. The application of Big data for food is to assure food quality traceability, data identification, and information technology that can assist food authorities in effective food quality monitoring\textsuperscript{85}. Big data analytics can be applied to analyse the shopping habits of millions of people, to assist the suppliers to develop effective marketing strategies based on purchasing patterns and demographics\textsuperscript{96}.

6.2. Theoretical Contribution

Since big data has the potential to replicate long-standing interactions between food system stakeholders – such as between farmers and companies or organic and conventional farmers – it requires scholarly evaluation from experts in critical data and food studies. The era of big data analytics has widened across various fields of health, food and agriculture, supply chain and logistics and decision sciences and many more. Big data has become an essential topic of research. Critically investigating big data in food and agriculture opens up a new topic of inquiry for critical data theorists, allowing them to examine the connections between big data and the material aspects of data use\textsuperscript{97}.

Studies included in the literature review adopted data – driven approach and lacks strong theoretical foundation, providing the ample opportunities for future studies. We propose theoretical base for future investigations in big data analytics approach in food and
agriculture industry. Research in big data analytics allows the social science researchers to combine theory and data driven approach to offer innovative solutions for societal problems.

7. **Proposed Framework as a recommendation for future research**

The integrated framework on big data and food consist of three main components: challenges in Big data and food, how to overcome the challenges and outcomes based on addressing research questions. The study suggests how to overcome challenges whilst integrating innovations in food to implement a dynamic framework.

The proposed framework can be interpreted or explained under different theoretical underpinnings. Supported by environmental psychological theory, Stimulus-Organism-Response (SOR)\(^9^8\), examines the environmental factors (as stimulus) which leads to individual or company’s internal evaluation (as organism) and that generate an expected outcome (as response). From the angle of Stimulus-Organism-Response framework, lack of awareness, lack of knowledge, fear of adoption, less utility in developing nations and less usage in food sectors act as stimulus factors are the major impediments in the adoption of big data in food industry. Organizations need to overcome all the barriers to realize value from data by transforming it into valuable insights that can add value to their businesses. Also, rooted in organisational learning theory\(^9^9\), organisations tend to understand the internal and external situational factors to make decisions to improve operational efficiencies.

Innovations in food industry, implementing dynamic resources capabilities framework and developing policies are considered as the organism factors as per SOR framework. These are the enablers required for effective outcomes in the implementation of big data analytics in food industry. Nonetheless, for an innovation driven by institutional capabilities, considerations in understanding how resources are developed and how they are integrated within the firm is the need of the hour. In consonance with the dynamic capabilities’ perspective\(^1^0^0\), dynamic resources and strategies adopted by the company guide them for sustainability and gain competitive advantage. Food industry pulled by the obstacles such as resources constraint, climate change, food safety and security, food waste and piled up stock of food materials, adopting the big data analytics assist the companies in using its capabilities to the maximum extent.
The responses or expected outcomes from the implementation of big data analytics are presented as an outcome of the organism factors. The expected outcomes of implementing big data analytics in food industry, to name a few, are food availability at affordable rates, consumers and producers connected with mobile apps, trend analysis of consumer buying behaviours, applying deep learning to understand the diet pattern, and conduct sentiment analysis to monitor customer’s behaviour through social networks. Supported by Resources based view of the firms, these outcomes derived from the implementation of innovations such as big data analytics, can be sustained for a longer period of time to the extent the firms can protect themselves from imitation, transfer or substitution¹⁰¹.

**Fig. 11:** Integrated Framework

**Conclusion**

This paper analyses how food industry uses data and analysis to capture and analyse the potential volatility of new plants and product lines in relation to the final result. It predicts the probability of potential losses, explores a series of possible loss results, and identifies potential risks. Using large data-based tools to quantify risks food and beverages companies assign values to the unknown, predict the extent of potential financial damage, and evaluate
potential mitigation options for managing exposures. In short, Big data analysis drives smart business decisions and changes. The study has few limitations also. Firstly, there are dearth of research in this particular field. Secondly, the Big Data in food studies are complicated in nature. Thirdly, most of the studies are related developed countries and very few studies are available from developing or under developed countries. Fourthly, most of the studies are country specific or region specific. Finally, limited datasets have been used in most of the studies.

The study also discussed about the future directions. Precision agriculture, supply-chain efficiency, and agricultural-focused payment systems are just a few examples of how rising economies may take advantage of digital's potential in the food chain. Precision agriculture is a technology-driven farming management method that tracks, measures, and analyses the needs of specific areas and crops. It allows farmers to apply specialized care and manage water more effectively, increasing output, increasing economic efficiency, and reducing waste and environmental impact. To improve fleet management and prevent spoilage, automated solutions that indicate the status, performance, and possible bottlenecks of critical equipment in real time can be used. Transportation times can be cut in half by using smart meters to improve routing. Payment systems and financial services tailored to agriculture can help farmers establish more resilient economic models. To limit weather risk, some producers, for example, use insurance contracts. Premiums are calculated based on the likelihood of a specific meteorological occurrence, such as frost, and the consequences for a crop at a specific time of its growth cycle.

Using Big data in the food sector is recent, and several aspects will have to be documented using different methods. Based on the review of literature, researchers conclude that it is possible 1) to use generalized methods to evaluate the use of Big Data, 2) comment on the effectiveness of Big data, and 3) undertake well-grounded research on existing theoretical frameworks and seminar work. Researchers anticipate that the next phase of food industry will experience a revolution in Big Data.
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